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The first thing is to try to pronounce the word correctly—
should it be "sktt-ing* or "sbee-ing'1 Nobody seems
really to know, although Captain D'Arcy Rutherford,
for some years secretary of the Corviglia Ski Club at St.
Moritz, says that it should be "skee-ing." Possibly he is
a keen student of etymology.
Clad in dark blue trouserettes (dark blue or dark green
are the colours to wear) and rather resembling a long*
shoreman, you shoulder your skis, pocket the ua-
consumed portion of the day's ration, and put on a cap
which makes you look like a cross between an apache and
a railway porter; then you are almost ready to start. You
must now decide whether you will walk quietly to the
Nursery Slopes, where you may also watch the training
of the world's champion ski-ers, as well as emulate them
yourself, or there is another alternative.
Slung in a sort of fruit-crate, you can, surely but slowly,
be conducted to the top of a very high mountain, the
journey taking some fifteen minutes. During this time
you have every opportunity to meditate upon your past
misdeeds and to select your fellow-passenger with whom
to link hands should the cable break: there is a sheer drop
of about a thousand feet. But this particular cable is
guaranteed for forty years, and it is only five years old
now* From the top of this mountain, Hahnenfcamm,
there are twenty-two ski-tuns in which the experts revel
These fellows take about a quarter of an hour to come
down; others take anything up to three hours. It seems
to depend on one's companion.
Hie Arlberg system* originated by a Norwegian who
visited these slopes some twenty years ago, is the method
you must adopt of ski-ing: it is a crouching position, as
against the former uptight position. As a novice you

